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in India for transfering the cars from industrial and warned that jobs were

under threat from japanies company. They stated that increasing competence

would be coupled with an inevitable down term in car market and recent rise

in interest rate which has already hit demand.

a) manager issue their warning after a rise in interest rate

b) manager told workers that japanies workers are taking jobs away from

indian workers

c) manager said that more people want to buy new cars in future

d) increasing rate of interest mean that japanies firm will create into

operate in the country

9. Human existence is suspecious of arbitrary divide between concise and

unconcise. The concise world invades shape activity of the unconcise, while

many of great activity of humanity waking as whole or partially improved

by dreams. Even it could be ignored that dreams precede exceptional such a

dichotomy could not be drawn as the influence of dream on waking state would

reamin unclear. But as yet no company rebuilt exists to record the substitute

of prendtl dreaming.

a) sleepy can be creative state

b) it is difficult to tell whether a sleeper is dream or not

c) if we know what babies would dream about before they are born we could

show that the concise and unconcise mind influence on one another

d) it is untrue claim that concise and unconcise world never impinge

one another

10. Any one who has has systematic exam phases will have perceived a

profound although not a prolif of asymmetry whether or not the exception

is volitions and self control of spontoneous appeal to predict facial as

symmetry as does the type of emotion potrayed. position can not displace

symmetric at left side regret of a negative emotion is more common posed

expression negation emotions are likely to be symmetric representation

and where as symmetric occurs relative left sided expression is more common.

a) any angry person is more likely to have left sided expression than

some one who has smiling

b) an actor is likely to smile symmetric when acting

c) delecious facial expression will always be as symmetrical

11. In the totalitariturian days, the words have very much devalued. In the

present day, they are becoming domestic that is the words will be much more

devalued. In that days, the words will be very much effected in political

area. but at present, the words came very cheap, we can say they come free

at cost.

a) totalitarian society words are devalued

b) totalitarian will have to come much about words

c) the art totalitarian society the words are used for the political

speeches

d)

12. There should be copyright for all arts. the rule has come that all the

arts has come under one copy right society, they were use the money that

come from the arts for the developments. There may be a lot of money will

come from the Tagore works. we have to ask the benifiters from Tagore work

to help for the development of his works.

a) Tagore works are come under this copy right rule

b) people gives to theater and collect the money for development

c) people are free to go to the because of the copy right rule

d) we have ask the Tagore residents to help for the developments of art.
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1) Which of these is an invalid dataname?

a) wd-count b) wd_count

c) w4count d) wdcountabcd

2) What is the output of the following program

main ()

{

unsigned int i;

for (i = 10; i >= 0; i--)

printf (%d, i);

}

a) prints numbers 10 - 0 b) prints nos 10 - 1

c) d) goes into infinite loop

11) What is the value of the following expression?

i = 1;

i << 1 % 2

a) 2 b)

c) 1 d) 0

12) What is the value of the following expression?

i = 1;

i = (i <<= 1 % 2)

a) 2 b)

c) 0 d) erroneous syntax

What is the result?

13) *A + 1 - *A + 3

a) - b) -2

c) 4 d) none of the above

14) &A[5] - &A[1]?

a) b)

c) 4 d)

15) C allows

a) only call by value

b) only call by reference

c) both

d) only call by value and sometimes call by reference

16) The following statement is

The size of a struct is always equal to the sum

of the sizes of its members

a) valid b) invalid c) can't say

17) How many x's are printed?

for (i = 0, j = 10; i < j; i++, j--)

printf (x);

a) 10 b) 5 c) 4 d) none

18) output?

main ()

{

int i = 2, j = 3, k = 1;

swap (i, j)

printf (%d %d, i, j);

}

swap (int i, int j)

{

int temp;

temp = i; i = j; j = temp;

}

YOU KNOW THE ANSWER

19) main ()

{

int i = 2;

twice (2);

printf (%d, i);

}

twice (int i)

{

bullshit

}

int i, b[] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, *p;

p = b;

++*p;

p += 2;

20) What is the value of *p;

a) 2 b) 3 c) 4 d) 5

21) What is the value of (p - (&p - 2))?

a) b) 2 c) d)

23) x = fopen (b, c)
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